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EMERGING TECH

This high-tech beehive protects

honey bees from their mortal

enemy
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Bees are an essential part of human civilization. Without them, many

of our crops wouldn’t get the pollination they need to grow, and we’d

have a much harder time feeding the world’s growing population. But

bees have a problem. Multiple problems, in fact. In addition to all the

pesticides and inbreeding and other stress factors we humans subject

them to, bees also have another issue to deal with: parasitic mites.

Varroa Destructor mites, as

they’re called, are to bees

what bed bugs are to

humans — but way worse.

First of all, unlike bed bugs,

which are relatively small

compared to humans,

Varroa mites are only

marginally smaller than

bees themselves. Imagine

what it would be like to have

a half dozen grapefruit-sized parasites clinging to you, sucking your fat

cells, and transferring RNA viruses into your body that can cause

genetic deformities. That’s what it’s like to be a bee living in a Varroa-

infested hive.
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To make matters worse, bees also have no way to defend themselves

against the mites, so the invaders are often free to reproduce,

unchecked, until beekeepers intervene. And even then, getting rid of

them is easier said than done.

Giles San Martin

Once the mites are attached, they’re nearly impossible to eradicate

without also destroying hives, placing infected colonies into

quarantine, and delaying seasonal pollination routines. Pesticides can

help, but in addition to being costly and tricky to administer, mites can

sometimes become resistant to them.

All hope is not lost, though. Thanks to a clever new contraption on

display at CES this year, beekeepers might soon have a new weapon in

the fight against Varroa mites.

The Cocoon, as it’s called, is a high tech beehive designed specifically

to thwart Varroa. It does this by taking advantage of what’s perhaps

one of the mite’s only weaknesses: heat. While bees can withstand
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relatively high temperatures (likely an evolutionary necessity for

surviving in hotter areas of the world), Varroa mites will die if subjected

to temps above 108 degrees Fahrenheit (42C) for a few hours.

To exploit this vulnerability, the Cocoon hive uses a top-mounted solar

panel to power a heating system that gradually brings the hive’s

interior temperature up to a balmy 108 degrees — thereby murdering

the invading mites en masse. It’s apparently quite effective, and

eliminates the need for beekeepers to spray their swarms with harsh

pesticides.

To be fair, this isn’t the first hot hive design we’ve ever laid eyes on, but

unlike previous takes on this idea, the Cocoon also has a few more

high-tech tricks up its sleeve. It can also cool the hive during

excessively hot summer months, monitor hive activity, and even sound

an alarm if somebody tries to steal the hive — which is apparently

something that’s increasingly common these days.

Dan Baker/Digital Trends
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The only downside, of course, is that these high-tech hives don’t come

cheap. According to Cocoon’s creators, the hives will retail for

somewhere around $950 apiece when (and if) they hit the market in

late 2019. That exorbitant price tag will likely be a turn-off for industrial

beekeepers, but the device could save them money in the long run by

eliminating the need for Varroa-specific pesticides, and also by

reducing bee losses.

Dan Baker/Digital Trends

For now though, the Cocoon hive only exists in prototype form. Before

anybody can buy it and before it can have any impact on the world’s

ongoing bee crisis, its creators need to secure funding for mass

production.

Company representatives we spoke to at CES hinted that a

crowdfunding campaign might be in the works for later this year, so

keep an eye out on Kickstarter and Indiegogo as we move deeper into

2019.
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CES 2019 recap: All the trends, products,

and gadgets you missed

CES 2019 didn’t just give us a taste of the future, it offered a five-course meal. From 8K

and Micro LED televisions to smart toilets, the show delivered with all the amazing

gadgetry you could ask for. Here’s a look at all the big…
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Awesome Tech You Can’t Buy
Yet: heat-powered watches,
phone cases with reflexes

Check out our roundup of the best new

crowdfunding projects and product

announcements that hit the web this

week. You may not be able to buy this

stuff yet, but it sure is fun to gawk!

4 days ago — By Drew Prindle

 

Self-driving, electric, and
connected, the cars of CES 2019
hint at the future

Car companies remained surprisingly

quiet during CES 2018. But they spoke up

in 2019. From electric hatchbacks you

can buy in 2019 to super-futuristic mood-

detecting technology, here are the major

announcements we covered during the

event.

6 days ago — By Ronan Glon

Humans will accompany
autonomous shuttles as they
take over our cities

Autonomous shuttles could become the

first widespread, real-world application of

level-five autonomous technology. They

won't be entirely human-less, though.

Human intervention could keep the

shuttles safe and boost consumer

acceptance.

6 days ago — By Ronan Glon

 

Why wait? Here are some CES
2019 gadgets you can buy right
now

Companies come to CES to wow us with

their cutting edge technology, but only a

few products are slated to hit the market

right away. Here is our list of the best CES

2019 tech you can buy right now.
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Drones: New rules could soon
allow flights over people and at
night

With commercial operators in mind, the

U.S. government is looking to loosen

restrictions on drone flights with a set of

proposals that would allow the machines

greater freedom to fly over populated

areas and also at night.

3 days ago — By Trevor Mogg

 

Short film celebrates New
Yorker’s amazing robot
costumes

New York City resident Peter Kokis

creates stunning robot costumes out of

household trash. His designs are huge,

heavy, and extremely intricate, and never

fail to turn heads when he's out and

about.

3 days ago — By Trevor Mogg
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Yamaha’s new app lets you tune your

motorcycle with a smartphone

It used to be that if you wanted to tune your motorcycle’s engine and tweak its

performance, you needed specialized tools and even more specialized knowledge.

Yamaha’s new Power Tuner app changes that.

Posted 2 days ago — By Mitchell Nicholson

In a first for humankind, China is
growing plants on the moon

Having recently landed a probe on the far

side of the moon, China announced that

it managed to grow the first plant on the

moon, too. Here's why that matters for

deep space travel.

2 days ago — By Luke Dormehl

 

Ford’s sweaty robot bottom can
simulate 10 years of seat use in
mere days

Ford has developed 'Robutt,' a sweaty

robot bottom that's designed to simulate

the effects of having a pair of human

buttocks sitting on its car seats for

thousands of hours. Check it out.

1 day ago — By Luke Dormehl
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Want to know which drones are
flying near you? There’s an app
for that

Want to know what that mysterious

drone buzzing over your head is up to? A

new system developed by AirMap,

Google Wing, and Kittyhawk.io could

soon tell you -- via a map on your phone.

1 day ago — By Luke Dormehl

 

A Japanese hotel fires half its
robot staff for being bad at their
jobs

Japan’s oddball Henn na Hotel has fired

half of its 243 robot staff. The reason?

Because these labor-saving machines

turned out to be causing way more

problems than they were solving.

1 day ago — By Luke Dormehl

CERN plans to build a massive
particle collider that dwarfs the
LHC

CERN already has the world's biggest

particle accelerator. Now it wants a

bigger one. Meet the 9 billion euro Future

Circular Collider that will allow physicists

to extend their study of the universe and

matter at the smallest level.

1 day ago — By Kelly Hodgkins

 

Forget fireworks. Japan will soon
have artificial meteor showers
on tap

Tokyo-based startup Astro Live

Experiences is preparing to launch its

first artificial meteor shower over Japan,

serving as a showcase of its prowess in

the space entertainment sector.

1 day ago — By Luke Dormehl
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Digital Trends helps readers keep tabs on the fast-paced world of tech

with all the latest news, fun product reviews, insightful editorials, and one-

of-a-kind sneak peeks. 
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